SERMON; August 31 to September 21, 2007
BEYOND PROBABILITY – BEYOND COMPREHENSION
I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Today’s sermon is an “Inspirational Journey” through the Quran, in accordance with GOD’S
WILL, whereby I have selected only a Pair of Verses, 18:109 and 31:27 and reflected upon GOD
through them. He is going to lead me on and walk me through the “Inspired Revelations and Proofs”
to show you the depth and meaning of His Words – a true analogy is given through the Verses about
“the ink with the oceans supplying the ink” and “all the trees being made into pens with the ocean
supplying the ink,” – the WORDS of GOD still would not run out. It means in simple terms – that there
is no end to the words of GOD, who possesses all the knowledge in the heavens and the earth.
I have no role to play in this sermon, just like the other sermons I have given, except to write
what GOD reveals to me. I decide on the Topic in accordance with His Will, and the Most Gracious
leads me on, to reveal what He wants to reveal. This will baffle the hypocrites, disbelievers, and the idol
worshipers who hate what GOD reveals and do everything to displease Him. On the other hand, the
believers will increase their reverence for the Almighty Lord of the Universe as they are aware of the
Power and Omnipotence of GOD, and constantly commemorate His Name.
This Khutbah (Sermon) should be read from start to finish, all at one time, to fully
comprehend and grasp the depth of GOD’S REVELATIONS; and to see the Truth and Power of the
Omnipotent to “flow and merge” the revelations into one another. The “flow and merge” words are
from the Quran, and I will recite Verses that have the words - flow and merge - in them. For the
Jumaah Salat, you can read the sermon in parts as the time allows you, but in your privacy, you can
read it straight through. This ”Inspirational Sermon” is unique and the sincere believers will readily
prostrate to their Lord and praise and glorify Him night and day.
65:12 GOD created seven universes and the same number of earths. The commands FLOW among
them. This is to let you know that GOD is Omnipotent, and that GOD has fully encompassed all things.
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 14 – The commands really FLOW among the vast universes
of the Most Praiseworthy – the ONE GOD.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 37, and the messenger’s letters are 51, the diff. is 14 – The Commands
of the Omnipotent are “flowing” smoothly as I speak, and He did design the universes and earths on the
basis of the Seven Pairs.
Importance of # Seven: my name initials in the entire verse are 44, and my letters are 51, the diff. is 7
– Seven.
Importance of # Seven: up to: “GOD has created seven universes”: The Allah letters are 7.
Importance of Seven Pairs: The Verse mentions 7 universes and 7 earths to total Seven Pairs.
The digits of the Chapter and Verse No. are: 6+5+1+2, the total is 14 – Seven Pairs.
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22:61 Part 1: It is a fact that ALLAH merges the night into the day.
My letters are 14
Part 2: And merges the day into the night, and that Allah is Hearer, Seer. My letters are 19
Revealed: Just like ALLAH merges the night and day; similarly, you have seen how easily He has
merged my letters to be precisely 14 and 19 at the point the “parting and merging” takes place between
the 2 parts of the verse, SubhanAllah.
Revealed: The GV’s of my letters for each part are: 348 and 450. The Omnipotent Lord will combine
these numbers to “flow and merge” into a single number for the entire verse to become:
798 which is: 19 x 14 x 3 - True Miracle of the Sacred Codes, SubhanAllah
Sometime back, one of the believers quoted Verse 18:109 in their email correspondence with
each other. It was probably Asif Husain, and the Verse caught my attention. Since then, I have reflected
on it along with the second comparable verse, which is Verse 31:27, thus making them a Pair of Verses.
GOD, the Most Wise will reveal the wisdom behind these verses in context with all the other verses in
the Quran. These are a complex pair of verses, deep in meaning, and the hidden proofs are the hidden
secret of GOD, which the Almighty has unveiled and revealed some of them. These confirm the truth of
the mathematical structure of the Quran, and the mathematical revelations have no end to them. GOD’S
Words in script have been completed through the 114 chapters of the Quran, but the hidden content in
them is unlimited, as the verses 18:109 and 31:27 tell us. Through the Verses of the Quran, GOD can
essentially reveal a certain meaning, or reveal a certain situation, or reveal a certain message, or reveal a
messenger, or reveal whatever He wills. Moreover, most of the verses apply to all times till the Day of
Judgment. This is how broad-based the Quran is! Glory be to Allah.
The specific chapter and verse numbers chosen by GOD for these 2 specific verses (18:109 & 31:27) are
proof enough for the entire Quran, as these numbers are representative of the beginning verse – 1:1, and
the ending verse – 114:6, of the Quran.
HOW? Let me explain to you:
18:109 The sum of the digits (1+8+1+0+9) = 19.
The 1st verse of the Quran, 1:1 Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-Raheem, has 19 Arabic Letters
31:27 The sum of the digits (3+1+2+7) = 13.
The last verse of the Quran, 114:6 Be they of the jinns, or the people has 13 Arabic letters.
These numbers used in the composition of the two verses, 18:109 and 31:27 therefore, allude to
the beginning and ending of the Quran. The 1st and the last verses are sealed and stamped by GOD, just
like the rest of the Quran
GOD has stated in 15:87 about the profound miracle of the seven pairs, and associated
the words “and the great Quran” with the Seven Pairs. Therefore, the first and the last verses of the
Quran, which are 1:1 and 114:6 reflect upon the Miracle of GOD.
Revealed: (1+1) + (1+1+4+6) = 14 – the Perfect Miracle of the Seven Pairs that binds and seals the
Quran, Praise be to The Most Wise. The Seven Pairs Miracle in composing the Beginning and Ending of
Quran becomes even more apparent, through the multiples of 14 revealed herein:
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1,1,114,6 = 14 x 7939 -------------------------------- Reverse: 114,6,1,1 = 7 x 7 x 2339
The “inspirational path from GOD” leads me to certain chapters and verse numbers that arise
out of the quotients resulting from the above multiples of 14 and 7, to flow and merge into “new
verses” which will reveal the “Revelation of 1” from the Most High. The numbers through the
quotients are 7939 (becoming 79:39) and 2339 (becoming 23:39).
79:39 HELL will be the abode (for the disbelievers).
23:39 He said (the messenger), “My Lord, grant me victory, for they have disbelieved me.”
Revealed: The messenger’s name letters are 10 and 11, the diff. is 1 – the Perfect Proof that GOD is
ONE through the Inspirational Revelation given to His messenger. Glory be to GOD.
The 2 Verses, 1:1 and 114:6, are the first and last verses of the Quran. They bind and seal the
entire Quran, through the encoding of Allah letters and my initials, which in turn reveal the Sacred
Codes.
1:1 & 114:6 The combined Allah letters are (8+6) = 14
1:1 & 114:6 The combined initials of my name are: (12+7) = 19 – the Sacred Codes that guard and seal
the Quran are hereby revealed by the Most Gracious.
Revealed: The GV of 14 Allah letters is 196 = 14 x 7 x 2
Revealed: The GV of my 19 Initials is 686 = 14 x 7 x 7
*** The GV of my 19 initials being 686 is also the GV of “Al-Dukhan – The Smoke.” Please refer
to the sermon on this subject to see more proofs and explanation.
1:1 & 114:6 The combined Allah letters are 14
1:1 & 114:6 The combined letters of my name are 21, the diff. is 7 – the Miracle of Seven Pairs is also
revealed:
The GV of the 1st chapter Al-Fatahah – The Key is 525, and of the last chapter “Al-Naas – the People” is
142, the clear difference is 383. The GV’s of the Chapters therefore “flow and merge” to open up the
precise number for the Scripture, Al-Quran, 383 which contains the glorified revealed words of the
Most Praiseworthy Allah.
1:1 & 114:6 The sum of all the digits for the chapters and verse numbers is (1+1+1+1+4+6) = 14
GV’s of 525 and 142 for the chapters reveals the sum of all digits to be (5+2+5+1+4+2) = 19
This is the awesome and glorified Revelation of the Quran, 383, which is guarded and
protected through the Sacred Codes of 14 and 19, AlhamdoLillah.
You have seen the way ALLAH Ta’ala has sealed His scripture, whereby tampering by anyone
will be exposed easily and the mathematical codes will unravel, only to be restored to its original
pristine purity through His messengers.
Who are the people to whom the proofs will be provided? The answer is: “The Believers, 223.”
Let me start with the 1st Proof in the name of GOD. By lining up the verse numbers from 18:109 and
31:27, they are: 109 and 27. God will reveal and confirm the answer as I have stated above.
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109,27 = 7 x 7 x 223 ……. Note that the verse numbers are a multiple of 7 twice, revealing the Seven
Pairs – the Miracle given to this messenger, and the quotient is 223, which is the GV of “The Believers,
or Al-Muhminoon, GV is 223.”
**The sum of the digits of both verses are: 1 + 0 + 9 + 2 + 7 = 19 – GOD has therefore, proved again the
Sacredness of the 2 codes of 14 and 19, as the means to identify His Scripture and His Words.
The 2nd Proof also reveals the the Sacred Codes, mysteriously hidden from the eyes of the unaware,
but perfectly calculated by the Most Wise. Here is the explanation:
NOTE that chapters 18 up to 31 are precisely 14 Chapters – revealing the Proof of the Seven Pairs.
NOTE that Verse 18:109 has 8 Aleefs and Verse 31:27 has 11 Aleefs – therefore, the pair of verses is
wrapped around with precisely 19 Aleefs. (8+11 = 19) Thus GOD has provided the Proof of the Sacred
Codes of 14 and 19, glory be to Allah.
The 3rd Proof reveals the “Revelation of 1” deeply coded and hidden from the eyes and minds of the
“ignorant and the unaware.”
[18:109] Say, "If the ocean were ink for the words of my Lord, the ocean would run out, before the
words of my Lord run out, even if we double the ink supply."
[31:27] If all the trees on Earth were made into pens, and the ocean supplied the ink, augmented by
seven more oceans, the words of GOD would not run out. GOD is Almighty, Most Wise.
Revealed: The letters of WAHID are 19 and 20, the difference is 1. ALLAH (Wahid) has proven
through this awesome revelation that He is indeed ONE, and that His Words have no end to them. The
knowledge He possesses is Eternal and unlimited – glory be to Him.
The Quranic Initials in the Verses is another component of a major Proof:
18:109 has 43 Quranic Initials in the verse.
31:27 has 57 Quranic Initials in the verse, therefore, the diff. is precisely 14, a clear indication that the
verses of the great Quran are composed and structured under the Miracle of the Seven Pairs, in addition
to the Miracle of 19.
Proofs: After 18:109, there is only ONE verse left in chapter 18, signifying the “Revelation of
1” given to this messenger, and the last verse 18:110 in this chapter is addressing the messenger under
the Verse Number 110, being God’s Absolute Authority in choosing and appointing messengers.
On the other hand, after verse 31:27, there are 7 more verses left in chapter 31, signifying the
Miracle of 7, also given to this messenger.
Proofs: Verse 18:109 addresses the messenger and therefore is assigned precisely 66 arabic letters by
ALLAH, marking His glorified name.
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Verse 31:27 is a narration from God on the greatness of His Words, and is marked with Arabic letters
76, with Quranic Initials 57, the difference being 19, to show that the Quran is profoundly Coded by
Him.
Proof: My initials in verse 31:27 are precisely 31, and in verse 18:109 are 27, thereby “flowing and
merging” to open up the same verse 31:27 on this subject, through the Pattern of my name initials – a
major proof of the “Proof System of GOD” that reveals the encoding of the initials and letters of my
name, glory be to Allah. Since Verse 31:27 has been revealed by GOD out of the 2 verses, therefore, He
further reveals that my name letters in this verse are 38, a multiple of 19, and the Quranic Initials in
31:27 are 57, the precise difference is 19, SubhanAllah.
18:109 (Part) Say, “If the ocean were ink for the words of my LORD.
Revealed: my letters are 14, and the Quranic Initials are 19 – the vastness of the Sacred Codes is hereby
revealed by the Most Gracious, and the enormous extent of the Miracle granted to me.
18:109 (Part) The ocean would run out, before the words of my LORD run out.
Revealed: up to the 1st mention of the word “my LORD” my letters were 14, and after that to the 2nd
mention of the word “my LORD” they are again 14 – SubhanAllah for the Proof of the Seven Pairs. In
Arabic, the word “my Lord” appears at the end of the sentence each time.
The 1st and the 2nd mentions of: “my Lord” are attached with: “the words” thereby stating each time:
“the words of my Lord”
Revealed: The Allah letters in each occurrence of partial verse is 2 and 1, the diff. is 1
Revealed: my name letters in each occurrence of partial verse is 5 and 4, the diff. is 1
The “Supreme Revelation of 1” sheds light on the depth of GOD’S WORDS in the Quran, as
they are all wrapped around with the revealed proofs of the Most Wise.
Now, I will by God’s leave show you the “comparable portions of both verses” with the
awesome and incontrovertible proofs enshrined within.
[18:109] Say, "If the ocean were ink for the words of my Lord, the ocean would run out, before the
words of my Lord run out, even if we double the ink supply."
[31:27] If all the trees on Earth were made into pens, and the ocean supplied the ink, augmented
by seven more oceans, the words of GOD would not run out.
Revealed: My LORD has revealed that the Aleefs of Absoluteness are perfectly calculated to be
8 and 9, to reveal the difference of 1, which proves the Absoluteness of ONE GOD.
Revealed: My LORD also reveals that the Allah letters are 20 and 21, the diff. is 1 – it is absolutely true
that ALLAH’s words can never run out, and this “Inspirational Sermon” is just a glimpse of this
profound Truth and Knowledge of GOD. Note how GOD has composed the Aleefs and Allah letters
perfectly calculated to reveal the profound “Revelation of 1.”
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31:27 In this Verse, the Aleefs up to (Seven) Oceans are precisely 7, and the Allah letters up to the word
“Seven – Sabaa” are precisely 14, to reveal the Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
Verse 18:109 states a number through the word “double” (the ink supply). When we say “single,” it
means ONE; when we say, “double,” it means TWO; when we say, “triple,” it means THREE and so on.
Here God has used the word – DOUBLE, to reflect the number 2. In Verse 31:27, God uses the
number 7 to refer to “augmenting with seven more oceans.”
The numbers 2 and 7 revealed through the Pair of Verses are highly important in revealing the
name of the Lord of the Universe, ALLAH, 66. The only verse that these numbers reveal is chapter 2,
Verse 7. These numbers “flow and merge” into 2:7. Let me write down all the verses from the
beginning of this chapter up to Verse 7, to show you the proof of: “beyond probability and beyond
comprehension.”
[2:1] A.L.M.
[2:2] This scripture is infallible; a beacon for the righteous;
[2:3] who believe in the unseen, observe the Contact Prayers (Salat), and from our provisions to
them, they give to charity.
[2:4] And they believe in what was revealed to you, and in what was revealed before you, and with
regard to the Hereafter, they are absolutely certain.
[2:5] These are guided by their Lord; these are the winners.
[2:6] As for those who disbelieve, it is the same for them; whether you warn them, or not warn them,
they cannot believe.
[2:7] ALLAH seals their minds and their hearing, and their eyes are veiled. They have incurred severe
retribution.
A Profound Revelation: In these 7 verses, there is only 1 mention of ALLAH, which happens to
appear in Verse 7. The count of Allah letters for each verse upto His Name - Allah in Verse 7, are as
follows:
2 + 9 + 10 + 16 + 11 + 14 + 4 (upto Allah), the sum is 66 – this Glorified Number reveals the Name of
ALLAH (66), Lord of the Universe, and the ONE who revealed the QURAN. Those who do not care to
see such clear proofs and miracles of ALLAH or appreciate them to believe and fully submit to Him; the
consequences for such rejectors of GOD are given in Verse 7 right after His Glorified Name.
The role of the messenger in declaring these Sacred Proofs of ALLAH are mysteriously and
secretly marked with the exact pattern of my name. From the Arabic words starting with “Qollubohum –
their minds” to “veiled – Ghishawatun,” outlining the consequences for the
disbelievers, the Allah letters in this part are 8, and my letters are 17, revealing the precise
pattern of the messenger’s name, Makbool 178.
In essence, we have two different numbers through verses 18:109 and 31:27 which are 2 and 7.
This pattern of numbers is actually the number 27, and we all know that the Quran was revealed in
Ramadan on the night of the 27th. Thus God has directly alluded to that day, and confirmed the day of
the original revelation given to prophet Muhammad.
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This is the reason for which chapter 27 in the Quran is assigned 93 verses, to reflect and reveal
the difference between 27 and 93 to be precisely 66. Thus the Sacred structuring and composition
reveals only one name – ALLAH – 66. HE is the ONE who ordained and revealed this divine scripture.
To bind and seal this chapter, as may be the case with other chapters also, GOD has linked the 1st and
the last verse of Chapter 27. This is done and revealed to give the believers some idea of what GOD is
saying through verses 18:109 and 31:27. These hidden revelations will now “flow and merge” into
chapter 27 to augment your understanding of the complex and in-depth structure of GOD’s verses.
27:1 T.S. These (letters) constitute proofs of the Quran; a profound scripture.
27:93 And say, “Praise be to GOD; He will show you His proofs, until you recognize them. Your
Lord is never unaware of anything you do.”
Revealed: The ALEEFS are 4 and 5, the diff. is 1 – such are the Proofs that GOD promised to reveal to
prove His Signature on the Scripture, and He has now revealed them.
Proof System: The Aleefs are (4+5) = 9, and my name initials are (9+19) = 28, the diff. between the
Aleefs (Absoluteness) and my initials is precisely 19. This confirms the revelation of the Ultimate
Miracles as mentioned through the hidden meaning of verses 18:109; 31:27; 27:93 and many more in
the Quran.
To fulfill the Prophecy stated in 27:93, GOD has therefore marked the last verse of the chapter with 14
Allah letters and 19 initials of my name to reveal the Ultimate Miracle of the Sacred Codes of 14 – 19.
There could be nothing more recognizable than the simple count of the numbers: 1, 7, 14, and 19, which
you observe frequently, glory be to my Lord.
To reveal and confirm the Proof System with this messenger’s name letters and name initials, God does
explain and point out the person who was destined to receive such proofs. You have seen that my name
initials in above two verses are 9 and 19 in verses 27:1 and 27:93. The GV’s of the 9 initials is 380, and
the GV of 19 initials is 678.
What is the diff. in 380 and 678 ? …….. It is 298. What does this number represent? It is a very
special number and represents the 7 Quranic Initials in my name, which are:
Mim 40, Qaf 100, Laam 30, Hey 8, Seen 60, Yeh 10, Nun 50. These are the 7 Initials in my name and
the sum of the GV’s is precisely 298, to match what God has revealed above through my name initials.
God has specified the messenger being referred to here. Also note, that the digits of 298 (2+9+8) equal
to 19. God will now open up and convert the number 298 into an appropriate verse by splitting it up
into Verse 2:98. The nature of these revelations will give you some idea and shed light on verses 18:109
and 31:27 and show you how God can make them
flow from one verse to another – all of this is being controlled by Him from the Highest Heaven.
2:98 Anyone who opposes GOD, and His angels, and His messengers, and Gabriel and Michael, should
know that GOD opposes the disbelievers.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 4, and the Allah letters are 18, the diff. is 14 – the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: my name intials are 21, and my name letters are 28, the diff. is 7. The diff. of 14 and 7 above
reveals the Code of the Seven Pairs sent down as the SIGN for the messenger.
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Revealed: Writing the Aleefs and the Allah letters side by side as 4,18, we get 19 x 22
Revealed: Writing my initials and my letters side by side as 21,28, we get 14 x 19 x 8.
This is Proof of the Specific Sequence of letters encompassed by GOD in His Proof System,
whereby you have seen that the pattern of my Initials and my Letters reveal the Sacred Codes of 19
and 14, SubhanAllah. Moreover, all of the above fall into the Pattern and consistency of the Revelations
already given to me, and have been witnessed by you through earlier sermons and the data / info on the
website. AlhamdoLillah.
NOTE how GOD explains the meaning by comparing His revelations to what He says through verses
18:109 and 31:27 - making the revelations flow and merge from these verses to 27:1 and 27:93, as seen
by you earlier, and from these verses to verse 2:98. This is just one example of the “flowing and
merging” of the Revelations. He has also informed us how the waters from the “two seas merge”
through verse 25:53. Similarly, His revelations flow and merge, in accordance with His commands. I
present to you 25:53, so that you may be enlightened.
[25:53] He is the One who merges the two seas; one is fresh and palatable, while the other is salty and
undrinkable. And He separated them with a formidable, inviolable barrier.
Merging of the Seas: The ALLAH letters are 19, proving the Omnipotence of GOD in merging the
two seas.
Merging of Revelations: The Aleefs are 11, and the Allah letters are 19, the sum is 30.
My name Initials are 17, and my letters are 27, the sum is 44.
The difference in 30 and 44 is 14, thus proving and effecting the outcome of the predetermined
Miracle of the Seven Pairs. Just like GOD merges the two seas beyond the comprehension of the
human beings; similarly, He has proven His Omnipotence in merging the proofs and miracles with
letters of His name, and those of His messenger. All Praise be to the Omnipotent, Most Wise.
Merging Proven Again: The Chapter No. 25 + Verse 53 = 78, and the Arabic letters of the verse are 64,
the diff. again is precisely 14, glory be to my Lord, who has merged the chapter / verse number in
comparison with the total number of Arabic letters to effect the predetermined outcome through the
Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
In the Proof of “Merging of the Revelations” above, the sum of Aleefs and Allah letters is 30, while
my initials and letters have a sum of 44. These numbers now flow and open up another
verse, being 30:44.
30:44 Whoever disbelieves, disbelieves to the detriment of his own soul, while those who believe and
lead a righteous life, do so to strengthen and develop their own souls.
Revealed: my name letters are decreed by GOD to be 19 in the verse.
Revealed: my name letters are 19, and the Arabic letters in the verse are 38, the diff. is also 19, glory be
to Allah.
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What is God’s reference to disbelief at this time? The part on disbelief is marked by God to have Arabic
letters 14, and the part on the believers is marked by Him with 7 Allah letters.
The words “to effect a predetermined decision” are used in the Quran in a different context through
one of the verses, and I have used these words in the proof above. I will now lead you to a verse through
which GOD will prove how His predetermined decisions are effected by Him. The example given is
from the time of Noah and is on the waters from the springs and the rain which caused a predetermined
effect as per God’s decision and decree. This verse, as I looked up right now has the markings in the
name of the messenger through the Allah letters in unique ways, again incomprehensible to the human
minds.
54:12 And we caused springs to gush out of the earth. The waters met to effect a predetermined
decision.
Sacredness of Statement: Chapter 54 + Verse 12 = 66 - Glory be to ALLAH.
Predetermination Proven: The GV of Allah letters is 128 – a predetermined decision of GOD through
His name letters to reveal the name of the messenger, just like His command to the rain and the springs
to meet in order to effect the predetermined decision.
Predetermination Proven: The Allah letters are 12, and the Aleefs are 8 – when the two numbers meet
and merge, they effect the revelation of the name of the messenger, Husain, 128. This is the 2nd
confirmation through the same verse on the number 128. The Letters of Allah and the Aleefs are
composed and structured by GOD in unique ways to reveal the name of the messenger, whether you take
the pattern, or the GV of Allah letters.
The Seven Pairs: my name initials are predetermined to be 14 in the verse.
Another Miracle of Flowing and Merging:
18:109 has 8 Aleefs and 20 Allah letters in the verse. These numbers flow and merge to give rise to a
“new verse” which is 8:20 from the Quran.
8:20 O you who believe, obey GOD and His messenger, and do not disregard him while you hear.
31:27 has 11 Aleefs and 26 Allah letters in the verse. These numbers flow and merge to give rise to a
“new verse,” which 11:26 from the Quran.
11:26 You shall not worship except ALLAH. I fear for you the retribution of a painful day.
NOTE that the precise mix of Aleefs and Allah letters used by the Most High in structuring and
composing the pair of verses 18:109 and 31:27 to shed light upon the greatness and enormity of His
words have given rise to 2 new verses, 8:20 and 11:26, all beyond the control and comprehension of
any human being or jinn. What is most amazing is that the subject matter in the “new verses” reveals
the essence and theme of the entire Quran, which is to worship the One God, ALLAH, and obey His
Absolute Authority by believing and following His messengers. Let us first examine these new sacred
numbers revealed by GOD in the form of chapter and verse numbers, as well as the actual verses and the
subject matter contained in them.
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The difference in numbers 820 (8:20) and 1126 (11:26) is precisely 306, SubhanAllah. The number 306
is the actual mathematical spelling of the messenger, Makbool Husain, who has been showing you the
Revealed Marvels of the Omnipotent Lord of the Universe.
The sum of the numbers 820 and 1126 is 1946, and is a multiple of 14. (1946 = 14 x 139). This
is exactly the Miracle bestowed upon the messenger – the Miracle of the Seven Pairs, as reflected
through the numbers of the “new verses” created by GOD, AlhamdoLillah. The number 139 also
represents another fact - it is the spelling of the word: Al-Haq – the Truth. GOD is confirming that
everything I recite to you is the Truth from Him, as is evident from the “flowing and merging” of the
revelations.
The Allah letters in “Al-Haq – the Truth” are 2, and my letters are 3, the diff. is 1,
SubhanAllah. How about the actual verses “opened up” by GOD through His Marvels? The subject
matter in 11:26 is the same as the theme in the entire Quran – which is, to worship ALLAH alone,
without associating any partners or idols with Him, SubhanAllah.
Verse 8:20 is addressing the believers who follow GOD’S messengers to obey God and His messenger,
and not to disregard him. This is also the same theme through all the verses of the Quran, outlining
GOD’S system through His messengers, and the pre-condition for forgiveness and redemption by Him,
AlhamdoLillah.
11:26 You shall not worship except ALLAH. I fear for you the retribution of a painful day.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 18, and my letters are 19, the diff. is 1 – “The Revelation”
In the above verse, note that God has addressed His messenger to utter the statement of
worshiping ALLAH Alone and no one else, other wise the people can expect retribution from Him.
Therefore, The Most Merciful even reveals my name through the predetermined formula of 7.
11:26 You shall not worship except ALLAH.
Revealed: my name letters are 7, and the GV of my letters is 178 – SubhanAllah, this is the revelation
of my name, Makbool. Whoever follows and obeys me is worshiping GOD ALONE, and whoever
disobeys or disregards me is worshiping other gods besides ALLAH.
The numbers associated with my name and the GV give rise to another verse, 7:178, which I will
come to later on.
8:20 Part 1: O you who believe, obey GOD and His messenger.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15, and my letters are 16, the diff. is 1
8:20 Part 1: O you who believe, obey GOD.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13, and my letters are 12, the diff. is 1
Revealed: up to: “ALLAH,” the Aleefs are 8, and my letters are 12, the Pattern of 128.
Part: Obey GOD and His messenger.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is precisely 178, revealing my first name, Makbool.
Part 2: And do not disregard him.
Revealed: The GV of my letters is 128, revealing my last name, Husain.
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Let me run you through the Miracle one more time, in order to comprehend what GOD has just
shown and revealed – The part of the verse that reads: “Obey God and His messenger - and do not
disregard him” is composed of a total of 14 letters of my name, revealing the Miracle of the Seven
Pairs. These parts also reveal my first and last name, 178 and 128 through each part, and also my full
name, Makbool Husain, 306 through the entire 14 letters of my name. Glory be to Allah.
Part 2: And do not disregard him, while you hear.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and my initials are 8, the sum is 14
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6, and my letters are 13, the sum is 19
This was the revelation of the Sacred Codes in addition to the other revelations that you have witnessed
today.
Through 11:26, you have seen that GOD inscribed my 7 letters in the part on worshiping Allah, with the
GV of 178. These numbers flow and merge into a new verse which is 7:178
7:178 Part 1 Whomever GOD guides is the truly guided one.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 9 and my letters are 9, the Matching Revelation & Guidance.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 19, and the Quranic Initials are 14 – the “Revealed Guidance”
through the Sacred Codes of GOD.
Revealed: The Verse No.178 is reflective of my name, Makbool. There are 7 letters in my full name
that are Quranic Initials.
Another Miracle of “Flow and Merge”
First, I will recite an actual verse from within the same chapter 31, where 31:27 appears, and show you
the words used by GOD of “merge or merges.” After proving His system, He will again lead me on to
show various verses that “flow and merge” to reflect upon the greatness of His words expressed
through 18:109 and 31:27. I recite to you a verse on the system of “Merging.”
31:29 Part 1: Do you not realize that GOD merges the night into the day and merges the day into the
night?
The Miracle of Merging: Allah letters are 23, the messenger’s letters are 24, the diff. is 1.
Praise be to Allah – this is not a verse bearing any command for the messenger or the believers, except
to prove to the people the System of Invisible Merging of the night into the day and the day into the
night, and to highlight the Revelation of 1 given to the messenger. This is how smoothly and invisibly
GOD has merged His name letters and my letters to reveal the Powerful Revelations.
After 18:109, there is only 1 more verse left in Chapter 18.
After 31:27, there are 7 more verses left in Chapter 31.
God is now going to place these new numbers – 1 and 7 side by side, to merge and reveal a new
verse, which is 1:7. This takes me to Sura Al-Fatahah.
1:7 Part 1: The path of those whom You blessed.
Part 2: Not of those who have deserved wrath, nor of the strayers.
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Let me take Part 1 of the Verse first and show you God’s revelation enshrined within.
Part 1: The path of those whom You blessed.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 67 and of my letters is 260, the sum is 327. This represents the
GV of Al-Rasool – The Messenger. This is the confirmation that those who are blessed by GOD, are
blessed through His messengers, which is the Path to the “One Congregation of God.”
Part 2: Not of those who have deserved wrath, nor of the strayers.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 159, and of my letters is 324, the diff. is 165.
This proves that the strayers are marked for GOD’S wrath as they rejected His Absolute
Authority by rejecting His messengers. This is the Proof of Absoluteness, which has been revealed to the
messenger constituting a major miracle from GOD, Most Glorified.
NOTE that Part 1 reveals the number 327 (The Messenger) for the path of whose whom Allah
has blessed, while Part 2 reveals the number 165 for the strayers who have deserved His wrath for
disobeying His Absolute Authority. These miraculous numbers 327 and 165 now reveal the precise
difference between them to be 162, opening up the meaning of GOD’S religion – Al Islam.
What is Islam about? The clear revelation from GOD informs us that it about acceptance and
belief in Allah’s Absolute Authority (165) through His messengers (327) which is the basis and gist of
Islam (162) to carry out the correct laws pointed out by the messengers.
These 3 numbers have a coded connection between them, which reveals the Sacredness behind
them.
162,327,165 = 7 x 23189595
162,327,165 = 19 x 8543535
My LORD will now lead me on to show some more Marvels through His Verses. The Allah letters in
each part of 1:7 are 5 and 10, thereby creating, flowing and merging into a “new verse” which is 5:10.
The messenger’s letters in each part are 8 and 14, thereby creating, flowing and merging into a “new
verse” which is 8:14.
5:10 As for those who disbelieve and reject our revelations, they are the dwellers of Hell.
What does my LORD show me through this verse, which will also be apparent to you? My Lord shows
me that He has inscribed and encoded it with 19 letters of my name, Glory be to Him.
8:14 This is to punish the disbelievers; they have incurred the retribution of Hell.
What does my LORD show me through this verse, which will also be apparent to you? My Lord shows
me that He has inscribed and encoded it with 14 letters of my name, Praise be to Him.
I wonder if you noticed that through Verse 1:7, GOD has shown how He can either bless you to
be on the right path through His messengers, or He can bestow His wrath on the strayers and the
disbelievers by putting them in Hell, as revealed through the new verses opened up by Him, which are
5:10 and 8:14, both of them revealing the retribution of Hell, consistent with the theme of verse 1:7.
Moreover, both of the “new verses” opened up by GOD were pre-marked with the messenger’s letters
as 19 and 14 – a profound Miracle of the Sacred Codes revealed through the letters of the messenger
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proving the Title of this Khutbah : “Beyond Probability and Beyond Comprehension.” Glory be to
my Lord.
1:7 Part 1 has 18 Arabic letters.
1:7 Part 2 has 25 Arabic letters.
The numbers 18 and 25 have been selected by GOD to lead me on to show another Marvel of the
Quran, these numbers “merge and flow” to become Verse 18:25.
18:25 They stayed in their cave three hundred years, increased by nine (309).
Revealed: The Allah letters are 11, and my name initials are 10, the diff. is 1
This Verse is Perfectly Coded and Designed to reflect the Miracle of the Seven Pairs. From the
beginning of the Quran up to 18:25, the placement of this Verse happens to be 2163 verses, which is 7 x
309. The diff. of chapter 18 and Verse 25, is also 7. This is the Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
The important number 309 is connected with the Day of Judgment. The Miracle of 19 was revealed
in 1971. From thereon, there are 309 years left to the year of the Day of Judgment, which is 2280.
(1971,2280 = 14 x 1408020)
To check out this profound Miracle in the Quran, here is what you need to do. From the
beginning of the Quran, count 300 verses, then move forward another 9 verses, then add another 300
verses, then move forward another 9 verses, and so on. You will precisely move and advance 14 times
in sets of 300 verses and 9 verses to reach Verse 18:25 – not only reach, but you will precisely land on
the same verse, to reflect on the greatness of GOD’s verses and numbers. This constitutes the great
Miracle of the Seven Pairs. Praise be to GOD.
18:25 The Aleefs are 6 and the Allah letters are 11. GOD will lead me on to another verse, which “flows
in and merges” to become Verse 6:11.
6:11 Say, “Roam the earth and note the consequences for the rejectors.”
What is GOD showing me through this verse? He has opened up my eyes to see the pre-marking of
19 letters of my name in order to appreciate His Marvels. The Avenger and Almighty GOD has also
served a profound warning to the rejectors of His messengers.
As I reflect, I see that the Aleefs in 18:25 are 6, and my letters are 15. This gives rise to a “new verse”
which is 6:15.
6:15 Say, “I fear, if I disobeyed my LORD, the retribution of an awesome day.”
What is GOD showing me through this verse? My LORD has perfectly calculated my name letters
to be 14 – He has enlightened me to appreciate His Marvel with my eyes. How can anyone not
recognize the Marvels of the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14 bestowed upon the messenger? If I did not
show you the Marvels and Revelations of GOD, I would be disobeying my Lord, which would then
bring me retribution from Him. Praise be to the Omnipotent Lord of the Universe.
18:109 After this verse, the remaining Verse No. in the chapter is Verse 110
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31:27 After this verse, the remaining Verse Nos. in the chapter are: 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34.
The sum of all remaining verses is: 110+28+29+30+31+32+33+34 = 327. This is the same number that
you have seen earlier in the Khutbah revealed through Verse 1:7 also. It represents the GV of Al-Rasool
– the messenger. What you are witnessing exactly is GOD’S revelations being unfolded and unveiled
through “the messenger - 327.” Today’s Miracle and Message is on: “the Flowing and Merging” of
GOD’S revelations. Through the number 327, The Most Wise leads me on to bring me back to the
Subject of this Sermon, which is:
“The merging of verses into one another, like the merging of the night and day, and the seas, and many
other phenomena of the Praiseworthy.” How does this happen?
The number 327 will now unveil and open up to “flow and merge” into Verse 3:27.
3:27 Part 1: You merge the night into the day, and merge the day into the night.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 16, and my letters are 17, the diff. is 1 – the entire miraculous
phenomena of “merging” is hereby proven along with the merging of the verses, as well as the letters of
the messenger, SubhanAllah.
Part 2: You produce the living from the dead, and produce the dead from the living.
Revealed: Both Parts: my name letters are 17 and 18, the diff. is 1, glory be to Allah.
Part 3: You provide for whomever You choose, without limits.
Revealed: Entire Verse: Allah letters are 26, and Verse No. is 27, the diff. is 1, AlhamdoLillah.
God’s ways of doing things and whatever He creates are unique. They are mostly kept invisible
to the human eye, which is why the people find it mysterious. Similarly, the Quran and its revelations
have an element of mystery in them, as you can see that they are cloaked and hidden from the insincere
people who remain unauthorized to reveal any “new revelation.”
My LORD has led me on through this Sermon to see and observe His Marvels from the Quran. I
had no role to play by picking or choosing any of the verses – it was solely GOD who opened up verses
for me to open up our eyes so that we can appreciate His wisdom in compiling these Sacred Words. We
have not had the opportunity to see the depths of His oceans, nor can we comprehend the number of
pens that can be made out of all the trees on Earth, nor can we comprehend the amount of ink that can be
made out of the oceans, but we have seen a glimpse of His Omnipotence and Wisdom through the
“hidden content” of the Quran, which has been unveiled and revealed for the “believers.”
I am a weak human creature of GOD, and am dependent on GOD’s provisions of food, liquids,
sleep, and rest. I have typed as much as I could, and if I had the energy to continue, my LORD can keep
on showing me His Marvels forever. But I ask my Lord to forgive me for cutting short this sermon, as I
do get a tired of typing. I am a mortal creature who is dependent on the needs and factors created by
Him. As compared to His creations, who are all dependent on provisions and rest to continue in life, He
is above all of this, Be He Glorified. He does not need rest, or sleep, or any provisions – and is not
dependent on any of His creatures, nor does He need any help from them. Even if all the people
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disbelieved in Him, He is in no need of them, He is the Most Praiseworthy, the Almighty. I am going to
recite verses and parts of verses to show you that GOD is above needing provisions, sleep or rest, and
that He possesses Attributes which none of His creatures possess.
2:255 (Part) ALLAH; there is no god besides Him, the Living, the Eternal.
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are a perfect 14 – Praise be to my Lord, who has coded my name
under His Sacred Revelation of the Seven Pairs.
2:255 (Part) Never a moment of unawareness or slumber overtakes Him.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 7 and my letters are 8, the diff. is 1 – Be He Glorified.
2:255 (Part) And ruling them never burdens Him.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5, and my letters are 6, the diff. is 1 – Be He Glorified.
2:255 (Part) To Him belongs everything in the heavens and everything on earth.
(Part) His dominion encompasses the heavens and the earth.
Revealed: the messenger’s letters are 11 and 10, the diff. is 1 – Be He Glorified.
2:255 (Part) Never a moment of unawareness or slumber overtakes Him.
(Part) And ruling them never burdens Him. He is the Most High, the Great.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 73 and 139, the precise diff. is 66 – ALLAH, Be He Glorified.
Revealed: The sum of 73 + 139 = 212 – “Rabbi” – my LORD.
2:255 (Part) His dominion encompasses the heavens and the earth, and ruling them never burdens Him.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a perfect 110 – This is God’s Sole Absolute Authority through
the Shahadah: La Elaha Ella Hoo, GV 110.
2:255 (Part) His dominion encompasses the heavens and the earth, and ruling them never burdens Him.
He is the Most High, the Great.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is a perfect 207 – “Rabbahoo” or “Rabbayhee” – his LORD.
2:255 (Part) And ruling them never burdens Him.
(Part) He is the Most High, the Great.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the diff. is 1 – Be He Glorified.
Revealed: Both Parts: my letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs – Be He Glorified.
First & Last Parts Merged to Seal the Verse:
First Part: ALLAH; there is no other god besides Him.
Last Part: He is the Most High, the Great.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are (13+6) = 19, my letters are (6+8) = 14 – my Lord has revealed the
“Ultimate Miracle of the Sacred Codes” through this profound Verse that Exalts Him in every way – Be
He Glorified.
Revealed: The First Part has 14 Arabic Letters, and the Last Part has 14 Arabic Letters – a clear
revelation of the Seven Pairs that flowed in and merged with the Sacred Codes of 19 and 14.
The End of the Verse: He is the Most High, the Great.
Revealed: The Arabic letters are 14 – Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and the messenger’s letters are 8 to merge into 14, the Seven Pairs –
Be He Glorified.
Revealed: The Verse ends with the clear note outlining the name of GOD’S only religion – ISLAM,
162. The messenger’s name letters have a GV of 162 – Praise be to Allah for marking my name to
match with the name of His Religion – Al Islam, 162, through His profound Attributes – may He
forgive me for my sins and weaknesses.
Sovereignty and Absoluteness of ALLAH – Matching Miracle:
2:255 (Part) ALLAH; there is no other god besides Him, the Living, the Eternal. Never a moment of
unawareness or slumber overtakes Him. To Him belongs everything in the heavens and the earth.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 33 and my letters are 33 – Matching Miracle of Guidance.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 33 + my letters 33, the sum is 66 – Allah, be He Glorified.
2:255 (Part) Who could intercede with Him, except in accordance with His will? He knows their
past, and their future. No one attains any knowledge, except as He wills. His dominion encompasses the
heavens and the earth, and ruling them never burdens Him. He is the Most High, the Great.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 42, a multiple of 14.
Revealed: my letters are 63, a multiple of 7 – the glorified Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
2:255 Entire Verse: Revealed: Allah letters are 75, and my name initials are 76, the diff. is 1 – Praise
be to Allah, the Most Wise.
Revealed: The digits of chapter and verse number are 2 + 2 + 5 + 5 = 14
You have just witnessed the abundance and enormity of God’s hidden revelations that flowed out
of 2:255, and the merging of Allah letters and those of His messenger, to reveal what He wills.
SubhanAllah.
Before reciting verse 2:255, I stated to you that ALLAH does not need sleep, rest, or food, unlike
his human creatures who need all of the above. I also stated that the Creator does not need any help from
anyone, but His creatures do need His help. The topic on sleep and rest has been covered through 2:255.
Now I am going to cover the topic of food and help through Verses 6:14 and 23:88.
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6:14 Say, “Shall I accept other than ALLAH as a Lord and Master, when He is the Initiator of the
heavens and the earth, and He feeds but is not fed?” Say, “I am commanded to be the most devoted
submitter, and, ‘Do not be an idol worshiper.”
23:88 Say, “In whose hand is all sovereignty over all things, and He is the only One who can provide
help, but needs no help, if you know?”
Revealed: The Aleefs of Absoluteness are 17 and 3, the diff. is 14.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 31 and 12, the diff. is 19.
6:14 (Part) Say, “Shall I accept other than ALLAH as a Lord and Master, when He is the Initiator of the
heavens and the earth?
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15, and my letters are 14, the diff. is 1 – Be He Glorified.
6:14 (Part) I am commanded to be the most devoted submitter.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 66 – Submission to GOD through His messengers.
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters is 462 = 7 x 66 or 14 x 33
The GV of 462 represents the GV of “Al-Furqan – the Statute Book.”
6:14 (Part) I am commanded to be the most devoted submitter, and do not be an idol worshiper.
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters is 128 – an inspirational command to the messenger to follow what
is revealed from Allah, and not to follow other human beings.
GOD has most assuredly proven that He is free of any dependency on food or help from anyone
through the structuring and composition of Aleefs and Allah letters to reveal His Sacred
Codes – all of this is beyond the comprehension of human beings.
After reading and hearing these few pages of unprecedented revelations; if you still cannot
envision the Power of ALLAH, then the following verse will enlighten you to the precision of the
Almighty in revealing the encoded verses of the Quran. This is what you could not comprehend through
the 2 profound verses, which were the Topic of this sermon – 18:109 & 31:27. The next verse I will
recite is 39:67, in which ALLAH has chosen the word “Be He Glorified” and will merge the Allah
letters and the Arabic Letters on the same precise letter “hey” – being the last Arabic letter of
“Subhanahoo,” where the two of them will meet to effect the Miracle of 19 and 66. SubhanAllah.
39:67 They can never fathom the greatness of ALLAH. The whole earth is within His fist on the Day
of Resurrection. In fact, the universes are folded within His right hand. Be He glorified; He is much too
high above needing partners.
Revealed: up to the word: Be He glorified (Subhanahoo), the Allah letters are 19 matched with
Arabic letters 66, proving to the people with Absolute Certainty that He is ONE, He is ALLAH, and
He is the Most Glorified.
39:67 Part: The whole earth is within His fist on the Day of Resurrection.
Part: In fact, the universes are folded within His right hand.
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Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters are 424 and 310, the diff. is 114 – glory be to the One
who Revealed the Quran and its subsequent Revelations.
Revealed: Both Parts: The GV of Allah letters is 110 – an Absolute Proof about the Absolute
Authority of ONE GOD over the whole universe.
It is indeed sad to see that the vast majority of humans lie against GOD in one way or another,
rather than following the commands in a humble way. They callously fabricate lies without any proof
and cannot envision the consequences that await them. Here are a couple of verses to show you the
proofs of the Sacred lettering and the merging phenomena to reveal the message of GOD.
10:69 Proclaim: “Those who fabricate lies about GOD will never succeed.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14 – the profound Miracle of Seven Pairs has exposed all the liars
and fabricators who remain stunned but stuck in their arrogance.
Revealed: The Arabic letters in the verse are 35, while my letters are 21, the diff. is 14.
10:59 (Part) Say, “Did ALLAH give you permission to do this? Or, do you fabricate lies and attribute
them to ALLAH?”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 13, and the messenger’s letters are 14, the diff. is 1 – this verse
addresses the people who distort GOD’S laws or interpret His laws without any authorization from Him.
They thus utter lies against GOD. As you can see, the messenger’s letters are marked and merge with
Allah letters to reveal the “Profound Revelation of 1.”
There is a small minority of people who do reverence GOD and avoid the gross sin of idolatry
and blasphemy. The way they do this is by being conscious of GOD, and adhering to His
Revelations.
23:57 Surely, those who are reverently conscious of their LORD.
23:58 And who believe in the revelations of their LORD.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 6 and 5, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 and 15, the diff. is 1.
23:58 And who believe in the revelations of their LORD.
Revealed: The GV of the messenger’s letters is a perfect 352 – QURAN.
23:59 And who never set up any idols beside their LORD.
Revealed: Both Verses: 23:58-59 The Allah letters are 5 and 6, the diff. is 1
Revealed: The GV of Allah letters are 42 + 72 = 114. GOD has been merciful in showing the followers
of the scripture that the only way to avoid idolatry is to follow all the verses of 114 chapters, and the
subsequent revelations sent down through His messengers.
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NOTE that this a set of 3 Verses, (57-58-59) and all of them have 1 count of “LORD.” Therefore, the
total mentions of the word “LORD” is precisely 3. This is the “Miracle of 3” as far as GOD is
concerned.
NOTE the gematric values of the messenger’s letters in all the 3 Verses: They are:
518 + 352 + 276, the sum is 1146 ----------- GO and open your copy of the QURAN and see the point
where it finishes ---------- what chapter and verse number does the QURAN end on?
Does it Match and Merge into the same number – 1146? Glory and Praise be to the Omnipotent Lord,
who has merged the letters of my name for all the 3 important verses that define ‘BELIEF’ - to flow
smoothly to take you from the beginning (1:1) to the end of the Scripture (114:6) You may wish to see
the earlier part of the sermon for the “Revelation of 1:1 and 114:6” whereby GOD revealed the digits of
these numbers to be precisely 14.
While the majority of humans remain unaware and locked in disbelief, the believers follow
GOD’S guidance as mentioned in Verses 23:57-59. The disbelievers remain locked in jealousies, hatred,
feuds, criminal behavior, and evil scheming, thus wasting their lives away. The sincere believers, on the
other hand, make use out of this short phase of life to humbly work righteousness in order to pass on to
the eternal life – the Paradise promised by ALLAH.
25:63 The worshipers of the Most Gracious are those who tread the earth gently, and when the ignorant
speak to them, they only utter peace.
25:64 In the privacy of the night, they meditate on their Lord, and fall prostrate.
Flow & Merge Proofs: The Aleefs for both verses are (13+3) = 16; the Allah letters for both verses are
(24+6) = 30. The diff. in 16 Aleefs and 30 Allah letters is 14 – the Sign of the Times.
I hope you enjoyed the “inspirational journey” through the Quran along with me, to see for yourselves
the depth of GOD’S WORDS. Now you have some idea about the Omnipotence and Absoluteness of
ALLAH, as revealed through 18:109 and 31:27 – the PERFECT PAIR OF VERSES.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE AND GLORY BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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